Once again we welcome the celebration of the renowned Irish writer James Joyce - who, between 1904 and 1920, lived in Trieste - and of the unforgettable Leopold Bloom, the protagonist of his famous novel *Ulysses*. Like in many other cities and small towns worldwide - such as: Dublin, New York, Pula, Melbourne, Shanghai, Moscow, Paris, London, Montreal, San Paulo, San Francisco - in Trieste, Joyce called “my second homeland”, there will be performances, dances, talks, music and toasts to Joyce and to his famous (anti)hero. In Trieste, this year again, the celebration of Bloomsday will be focused on one of the eighteen episodes composing the *Ulysses*: that is, the seventeenth and second to last one, titled *Ithaca*, in which our Poldy gets back home, at 7 on Eccles Street, together with Stephen and, shortly after, he joins his wife Molly in that same bed in which she has just cheated on him, and on which her incredible conclusive monologue is about to be performed.

**EAT AND READ**

**1) Museo Sartorio, largo Papa Giovanni XXIII 1**

**2) Portici della Loggia Comunale, piazza Unità d’Italia**

**3) Sala Veruda di Palazzo Costanzi, piazza Piccola 2**

**4) Auditorium del Museo Revoltella, via Daz 27**

**5) Museo Joyce Museum, via Madonna del Mare 13**

**6) Passaggio Joyce detto Ponte Curto**

**7) Castello di San Giusto, Bastione Rotondo**

**8) Androna Degli Orti 4/b**

**9) Museo Joyce Museum, via Madonna del Mare 13**

**10) Piazza Sant’Antonio Nuovo**

**11) Stazione Rogers, riva Grumula 16**

**12) Passaggio Joyce detto Ponte Curto**

**13) Piazza Sant’Antonio Nuovo**

**14) Antonico Cafè San Marco, via Cesare Battisti, 18**

**15) CAFÉ CHEZ JOYCE**

**16) Antico Cafè San Marco, via Cesare Battisti, 18**

The food and wine offer: which is never separated from the cultural one - of Bloomsday 2017 will take place in the following places:

*For further info and booking: dial 3488369072*

**THE JOYCE BUSMUSEUM**

The three-day festival of Bloomsday 2017 will take place in the following places:

On June 15th, the eve of “the night before” will start at 7 pm with a traditional “aperitivo” and a tasting inspired by the recipes present in *Ulysses*, seasoned with some juicy stories from Blooms, dial the “Joyce-space” by Stefano DiGennaro. During the following days, from 16th to 18th June, Mimi e Cocotte will offer a special 5% discount to those who will introduce themselves in the name of Joyce and of Bloomsday.

*For further info and booking: dial 040 0641724; info@caffesanmarcotrieste.eu*
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**Waiting for Bloomsday. A Joycean Celebration**

**16th-18th June - Trieste**

**Museo Joyce Museum**

**Antico Cafè San Marco, via Cesare Battisti, 18**

**Cafè Chez Joyce**

**Pub Mastro Birraro, via F. Venezia, 24/b**

**List of Ireland**

**a special Irish menu will be available at the Mastro Birraro brewery on Friday 16th and Saturday 17th, from 6.30 pm and until Midnight. The menu will include: a Hot Bloody Mary soup; Irish Stew made with stout and including side dishes; Birramisu made with stout; a pint of stout or ale) at the special price of 22 euros, including Irish music.**

**For further info and booking: dial 040 8396201**

**Bar Libreria Knulp, via Medicona del Mare, 7v**

**Lait et lègumes**

**Knulp offers a special literary snack for the Bloomsday lovers, on Friday 16th and Saturday 17th, from 10 am to Midnight. Bloomsday-goers will be able to enjoy the typical rebebich, which Poldy was fond of - consisting of a gorgonzola cheese tartine and a glass of Burgundy wine - while leafing through a book (by Joyce, naturally, according to one’s taste, until stocks run out) included in the price (10 euros).**

**For further info and booking: dial 040 300021; knulp@knulp.it**

**BLOOMSDAY 2017**

A Joycean Celebration

16th-18th June - Trieste

#comeasyouare
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and relive its best moments. A video to recollect the 2016 edition of Stabile del Friuli Venezia Giulia.

5 p.m. Passeggiata Joyce, aka Ponte Corso (directed by Giulia Stapleton, aka Joyce, 2016, 46 min)

6 p.m. Piazza Unità d’Italia, Trieste: I TADDA DO PROGRAMME

Next Saturday: June 17th, 2017

Trieste, Ithaca 41: a joycean journey Laurence Harland, with Jolanda Ferrari, Luciana Bottini, and Spencer van der Wielen.

I TADDA DO PROGRAMME

9 p.m. Screening Joyce: the Schizophrenia, aka Joyce, the madness, aka Joyce: The Schizophrenia, aka Joyce: The Magic of Malacca.

Joyce: the madness, aka Joyce, the madness of Malacca.

In case of unfavourable weather conditions the gig will take place at Museo Revoltella.
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